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Netball: 7v7 games, conditioned passes
and footwork. Badminton: 2v2 games.
Mastery, retention and understanding of
previous content/skills will be assessed
using questioning and demonstrations at
the beginning of each lesson.
•Q& A
• Visual assessment
• Formative and summative assessment.
• At the end of the 6 week block,
assessment of the skills and game play
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
be recorded based on student level mark
out of 10 inputted into a folder that can
be viewed on P drive

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games

HT1A

Netball: Pupils will focus on how to use basic principles of attack
and defence to plan strategy and tactics for netball. They will
work on improving the quality of their skills using various
techniques- passing, shooting, finding and creating space,
keeping possession. Pupils will work on improving the quality of
their skills with the intention of outwitting opponents. In all
games activities, pupils think about how to use skills, strategies
Burnley High
and tactics to outwit the opposition. Badminton: Pupils focus School\Lessons\Netball\Year_7_Netball_Scheme_of_Work.doc
on how to use basic principles of attack and defence to plan
strategy and tactics for badminton. Pupils will work on
improving the quality of their skills with the intention of
outwitting opponents. In all games activities, pupils think about
how to use skills, strategies and tactics to outwit the
opposition.

HT1B

Hockey: 1v1 games, conditioned
dribbling and passing practices, small
sided games. Gymnastics: Final sequence
comprising of rotation, travel and
balance. Peer and self assessmnet .
Individualised components and
differentiated tasks. Mastery, retention
and understanding of previous
Hockey: Pupils will focus on how to use basic principles of
content/skills will be assessed using
attack and defence to plan strategy and tactics for hockey.
questioning and demonstrations at the
They work on improving the quality of their skills using various
beginning of the first lesson.
techniques - passing, dribbling, blocking, shooting, finding
•Q& A
space, keeping possession. Pupils will work on improving the
Burnley High
Burnley High
• Visual assessment
quality of their skills with the intention of outwitting opponents. School\Lessons\Hockey\Hockey\Year_7_Hockey_Scheme_of_W School\Lessons\Gymnastics\Year_7_Gymnastics_Scheme_of_W • Formative and summative assessment.
In all games activities, pupils think about how to use skills,
ork.doc
ork.doc
• At the end of the 6 week block,
strategies and tactics to outwit the opposition. Gymnastics:
assessment of the skills and game play
Pupils will learn skills on balance, flight, travel and sequences
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
(individual and partner). During KS3 gymnastics the lessons that
be recorded based on student rubric
could be adapted to any year group.
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

HT2A

Football: Assessment via perforamance
in small sided games (5v5) and
conditioned practices focusing on
keeping possession Basketball: 1v1, 2v2,
3v3 small sided games with focus on
passing, dribbling and shooting. 5v5 cross
court games. Mastery, retention and
Football: Pupils will focus on developing team attacking and
understanding of previous content/skills
defending strategies and techniques. They will work on
will be assessed using questioning and
improving the quality of their skills- passing, dribbling, blocking,
demonstrations at the beginning of the
shooting, finding space, keeping possession. Pupils will select
first lesson.
•Q& A
and apply their skills so that they can carry out tactics with the
• Visual assessment
Burnley High
Burnley High
intention of outwitting their opponents. Basketball: Pupils
• Formative and summative assessment.
School\Lessons\Football\Year_7_Football_Scheme_of_Work.do School\Lessons\Basketball\Year_7_Basketball_Scheme_of_Wor
focus on how to use basic principles of attack and defence to
• At the end of the 6 week block,
c
k.doc
plan strategy and tactics for basketball. They work on
assessment of the skills and game play
improving the quality of their skills using various techniques will take place by the teacher. Marks will
passing, dribbling, shooting, finding space, keeping possession.
be recorded based on student rubric
In all games activities, pupils think about how to use skills,
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
strategies and tactics to outwit the opposition.
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games

Rugby: Performance in conditioned
passing drills, 1 v 1 tackling, small sided
games. Volleyball: 4v4 sided games,
pressured serve shots/techniques used. Q
and A, peer and self assessment.
Mastery, retention and understanding of
previous content/skills will be assessed
using questioning and demonstrations at
the beginning of the first lesson.
•Q& A
• Visual assessment
Burnley High
• Formative and summative assessment.
School\Lessons\Volleyball\Year_7_Volleyball_Scheme_of_Work
• At the end of the 6 week block,
- Copy (2).doc
assessment of the skills and game play
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
be recorded based on student rubric
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games.

HT2B

Rugby: Pupils focus on how to use basic principles of attack and
defence to plan strategy and tactics for rugby. Pupils will work
on improving the quality of their skills with the intention of
outwitting opponents. In all games activities, pupils think about
how to use skills, strategies and tactics to outwit the
opposition. Volleyball: Pupils will focus on replicating and
developing techniques as well as implementing and refining
strategic play to outwit opponents. In net games, it is the
player aim to get the ball to land in the target area so that the
opponent cannot return it. Pupil should be able to accurately
score and officiate volleyball games.

Burnley High
School\Lessons\Rugby\Year_7_Rugby_Scheme_of_Work.doc

Athletics: Recording of times, distances
and heights. Knowledge and
performance of techniques for each
discipline. Peer and self assement. OAA:
Timings, map reading skills. Handball: 3 v
3 small sided games, conditioned
shooting tasks. Mastery, retention and
understanding of previous content/skills
will be assessed using questioning and
demonstrations at the beginning of the
first lesson.
•Q& A
• Visual assessment
Burnley High
• Formative and summative assessment.
School\Lessons\Athletics\Year_7_Athletics_Scheme_of_Work.d
• At the end of the 6 week block,
oc
assessment of the skills and game play
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
be recorded based on student rubric
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games Gymnastics: Students should be taught to: develop their technique and improve their performance in other
competitive sports

HT3B

Athletics: Recording of times, distances
and heights. Knowledge and
performance of techniques for each
discipline. Peer and self assement.
Rounders: timed amounts of
throws/catches, distance of hitting,
technique of bowling/batting. Mastery,
Athletics: Pupils will accurately replicate running, jumping and
retention and understanding of previous
throwing skills and learn specific techniques for events in order
content/skills will be assessed using
to improve performances. They will carry out investigations
questioning and demonstrations at the
into aspects of technique and use the information to become
beginning of the first lesson.
more technically proficient. In all athletics activity, pupils will
•Q& A
engage in performing and improving their skills and personal
Burnley High
Burnley High
• Visual assessment
bests in relation to speed, height and distances. Rounders:
School\Lessons\Athletics\Year_7_Athletics_Scheme_of_Work.d School\Lessons\Rounders\Year_7_Rounders_Scheme_of_Work. • Formative and summative assessment.
Pupils will replicate and improve individual technique in batting,
oc
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• At the end of the 6 week block,
bowling and fielding. Pupils will work on improving the quality
assessment of the skills and game play
of their skills with the intention of outwitting opponents. In
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
striking and fielding games, players achieve this by striking the
be recorded based on student rubric
ball so that fielders are deceived or avoided, and then running
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
between wickets or around bases to score runs. Pupil should
what student would get at GCSE,
begin to accurately umpire games.
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive. • At the end of every term,
for all year groups, a recap lesson of the
previous sport studied to allow
assessment for mastery, retention and
understanding of the previous content
and skills.

HT1A

Netball: Pupils will focus on recapping passing skills and
fundamental rules, how to time a pass and support play,
attacking play and outwitting opponents, marking/defending.
They will work on improving the quality of their skills using
various techniques- passing, shooting, finding and creating
space, keeping possession. In all games activities, pupils think
about how to use skills, strategies and tactics to outwit the
opposition. Badminton: Pupils focus on how to recap
preparation and recovery of a badminton game, maintaining
rallying, develop net play, perform high serves in relation to
singles games and the start of a game. Pupils will work on
improving the quality of their skills with the intention of
outwitting opponents during game play identifying tactics and
appropriate play. In all games activities, pupils think about how
to use skills, strategies and tactics to outwit the opposition.
Pupils will develop their ability to umpire games.

HT1B

Hockey 1v1 games, conditioned dribbling
and passing practices, small sided games.
Gymnastics: Final sequence comprising of
rotation, travel and balance. Peer and
self assessmnet . Individualised
components and differentiated tasks.
Mastery, retention and understanding of
previous content/skills will be assessed
using questioning and demonstrations at
Hockey: Pupils will learn more advanced techniques of
the beginning of the first lesson.
dribbling (Indian), control (reverse stick), passing (drive, punt),
•Q& A
shooting and defending. Pupils will focus on creation of space,
• Visual assessment
attacking principles, defending principles and jab tackles.
Burnley High
Burnley High
• Formative and summative assessment.
Simple rules and their consequences will be taught and utilised School\Lessons\Hockey\Hockey\Year_8_Hockey_Scheme_of_W School\Lessons\Gymnastics\Year_8_Gymnastics_Scheme_of_W
• At the end of the 6 week block,
with practices and games. Gymnastics: Pupils will learn skills on
ork.doc
ork.doc
assessment of the skills and game play
rotation and jumps, vaulting at apparatus at high and low level,
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
and sequences (individual and partner). During KS3 gymnastics
be recorded based on student rubric
the lessons that could be adapted to any year group.
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

HT2A

Football: Assessment via perforamance
in small sided games (5v5) and
conditioned practices focusing on
keeping possession Basketball: 1v1, 2v2,
3v3 small sided games with focus on
passing, dribbling and shooting. 5v5 cross
court games. Mastery, retention and
understanding of previous content/skills
Football: Pupils will focus on developing passing, dribbling,
will be assessed using questioning and
turns and outwitting a defender. Pupils will look at developing
demonstrations at the beginning of the
team attacking and defending strategies and techniques. Pupils
first lesson.
•Q& A
will select and apply their skills in shooting and heading so that
• Visual assessment
they can carry out tactics with the intention of outwitting their
Burnley High
Burnley High
• Formative and summative assessment.
opponents. Basketball: Pupils will focus on developing passing, School\Lessons\Football\Year_8_Football_Scheme_of_Work.do School\Lessons\Basketball\Year_8_Basketball_Scheme_of_Wor
• At the end of the 6 week block,
pivoting, dribbling. In addition, pupils will recap shooting (set
c
k.doc
assessment of the skills and game play
shots, lay ups and jump shots). Pupils will select and apply their
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
skills so that they can carry out tactics with the intention of
be recorded based on student rubric
outwitting their opponents, such as attacking and defending
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
strategies and techniques.
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games

HT2B

Rugby: Pupils focus on recapping passing and refining handling
skills, develop passing, tackling technique and kicking
techniques. Pupils will select and apply their skills so that they
can carry out tactics with the intention of outwitting their
opponents, such as attacking and defending strategies and
techniques. Volleyball: Pupils will focus on replicating and
developing techniques as well as implementing and refining
strategic play to outwit opponents. In net games, it is the
player aim to get the ball to land in the target area so that the
opponent cannot return it. Pupil should be able to accurately
score and officiate volleyball games.

Rugby: Performance in conditioned
passing drills, 1 v 1 tackling, small sided
games. Volleyball: 4v4 sided games,
pressured serve shots/techniques used. Q
and A, peer and self assessment.
Mastery, retention and understanding of
previous content/skills will be assessed
using questioning and demonstrations at
the beginning of the first lesson.
•Q& A
• Visual assessment
Burnley High
• Formative and summative assessment.
School\Lessons\Volleyball\Year_8_Volleyball_Scheme_of_Work
• At the end of the 6 week block,
- Copy.doc
assessment of the skills and game play
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
be recorded based on student rubric
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games

HT3A

Athletics: Pupils will accurately replicate sprint running (100m,
200m 400m) and relay, high jumping and throwing (shotput
and javelin) skills and learn specific techniques for events in
order to improve performances. They will carry out
investigations into aspects of technique and use the
information to become more technically proficient. In all
athletic activity, pupils will engage in performing and improving
their skills and personal bests in relation to speed, height and
distances. OAA: Students will participate in XC running, team
running, teamwork, orienteering in pairs and problem solving
activities building on trust, confidence, co-operation and
intellect. Handball: Pupils will continue to develop basic
techniques of dribbling, control, passing, shooting and
defending. Simple rules and their consequences will be taught
and utilised with practices and games.

HT3B

Burnley High
School\Lessons\Netball\Year_8_Netball_Scheme_of_Work.doc

Burnley High
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Students should be taught to: develop their technique and improve their performance in other competitive sports .

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games

Students should be taught to: use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and
individual games . Gymnastics: Students should be taught to: develop their technique and improve their performance in other
competitive sports

Athletics: Recording of times, distances
and heights. Knowledge and
performance of techniques for each
discipline. Peer and self assement. OAA:
Timings, map reading skills. Handball:
5v5 sided games, shot/passes
techniques.Mastery, retention and
understanding of previous content/skills
will be assessed using questioning and
demonstrations at the beginning of the
first lesson.
•Q& A
• Visual assessment
Burnley High
Students should be taught to: develop their technique and improve their performance in other competitive sports . OAA: Students should
• Formative and summative assessment.
School\Lessons\Athletics\Year_8_Athletics_Scheme_of_Work.d
be taught to: take part in outdoor and adventurous activities which present intellectual and physical challenges and be encouraged to
• At the end of the 6 week block,
oc
work in a team, building on trust and developing skills to solve problems, either individually or as a group
assessment of the skills and game play
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
be recorded based on student rubric
level and given an extra mark (9-1) of
what student would get at GCSE,
inputted into a folder that can be viewed
on P drive.
• At the end of every term, for all year
groups, a recap lesson of the previous
sport studied to allow assessment for
mastery, retention and understanding of
the previous content and skills.

Athletics: Recording of times, distances
and heights. Knowledge and
performance of techniques for each
discipline. Peer and self assement.
Rounders: timed amounts of
throws/catches, distance of hitting,
Rounders: Pupils will replicate and improve individual
technique of bowling/batting. Mastery,
technique in fielding skills, bowling development, batting
retention and understanding of previous
development, and positioning roles. Pupils will demonstrate the
content/skil
ability to outwit an opponent in a game situation use a range of
batting, bowling and fielding techniques. To demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of the rules of rounders. To
demonstrate a variety of tactics based on the opposition. To
Burnley High
Burnley High
perform effective communication & teamwork skills. Athletics:
School\Lessons\Athletics\Year_8_Athletics_Scheme_of_Work.d School\Lessons\Rounders\Year_8_Rounders_Scheme_of_Work.
Pupils will accurately replicate sprint running (100m, 200m
oc
doc
400m) and relay, high jumping and throwing (shotput and
javelin) skills and learn specific techniques for events in order to
improve performances. They will carry out investigations into
aspects of technique and use the information to become more
technically proficient. In all athletic activity, pupils will engage
in performing and improving their skills and personal bests in
relation to speed, height and distances.

Hockey:Dribbling & movement with the ball
To accurately replicate an effective dribbling technique. To be able to dribble the ball with control, changes of speed and direction. To be
able to perform these skills fluently in a small sided game with the intention of outwitting the opposition. To demonstrate a confident
knowledge of hockey rules.
Passing & reverse stop
To be able to perform an effective pass & receive the ball with control. To develop the use of push + hit pass within game under pressure.
To experiment with reverse stop and recognise the disadvantage of playing to the weak side. To evaluate pupils strengths and suggest
ways teams might best attack.
Creation of space/attacking principles
To understand the need to create space and move the ball into wide areas. To develop the ability to outwit opponents using passing and
receiving in attacking strategies. To perform skills in a small sided game making decisions about how best to advance on opposition. To
evaluate & suggest how to improve their teams performance.
Defending/jab tackle
To accurately replicate jab tackle technique in isolation and under pressure in a game. To understand when to use the jab tackle in a
game. To use guided discovery to evaluate techniques, tactics and compositional ideas to produce effective block tackles. To understand
the rules of hockey and begin to officiate correctly.
Shooting
To perform an effective hit and push shot developing accuracy and control. To understand various strategies for shooting to produce a
successful outcome. To be able to evaluate team strategies and individual strengths & weaknesses. To be able to confidently officiate a
game of hockey.

Football: Intro Passing – Side Foot
To be able to perform the basic Football skills of passing and receiving.
To be able to perform these in a small sided game. To understand and know where passing is used in football. To be able to outwit
opponents with passes.
Intro Dribbling, Control & Turning
To be able to perform the basic dribbling with control. To be able to outwit opponents with the use of these techniques. To be able to
perform skills in a small sided game making decisions about how best to advance on opposition.
Passing and movement off the ball.
To be able to outwit opponents using learnt skills and techniques. To understand the importance of width and playing into space in order
to attack. To develop strategic and tactical play in football.
Intro Shooting
To understand and know the benefits of types of shot on goal. To develop their understanding and knowledge of how to execute a
successful shot on goal. To appreciate how to adjust shot selection based on opponents positioning.
Attack/outwitting an opponent
To develop their understanding and knowledge of how to outwit an opponent using the skills learnt. To understand and appreciate the
need to make decisions about choice of technique and refining ideas when unsuccessful.
Defensive/tackling techniques
To be able to perform basic defensive skills i.e Tackling
To understand when to defend and how to stop opponents from advancing. Pupils recognize the need identify strengths and weaknesses
when playing small sided games. Basketball: Ball familiarisation
To be able to perform the fundamental basketball skill of ball handling. To be able to perform these in a small sided game to maintain ball
possession. To develop their understanding and knowledge of the basic rules of Basketball.
Passing, receiving and outwitting an opponent.
To introduce & understand where passing is used in basketball. To be able to outwit opponents with passes and angled runs. To begin to
understand the need of tactical movements to invade opponents goal.
Intro Dribbling & Pivoting
To be able to perform the basic dribbling technique with control and accuracy. To be able to outwit opponents with the use of these
Rugby: Ball familiarisation
To be able to perform fundamental rugby handling skills. To be able to perform these in a small sided game to maintain ball possession &
outwit opponents. To develop their understanding and knowledge of the basic rules of rugby.
Intro passing & receiving/ 2 vs 1
To be able to perform basic passing & receiving with accuracy. To be able to outwit opponents with the use of these techniques. To
understand the rules regarding the pass and catching the ball (i.e. backwards pass and knock–ons). To perform skills in a small sided game
making decisions about how best to advance on opposition.
Passing/Use of width.
To be able to outwit opponents using learnt skills and techniques. To understand the importance of width in order to attack. To
demonstrate an understanding of the basic rules i.e. no backwards pass + how to score a try. To develop their understanding of strategic
and tactical play in rugby league to beat and outwit an opponent.
Tackling technique
To develop their understanding and knowledge of how to tackle safely. To perform and accurately replicate the correct techniques for
front and side tackles. To understand the rules regarding tackling within the game. i.e. No high tackling. To be able to evaluate tackling
technique and 2 v 1 situation suggesting ways to improve.

Attacking/outwitting an opponent
To be able to outwit opponents using learnt skills and techniques. To develop the decision making process in a game situation. To
confidently describe the rules and laws of rugby. To begin to recognize and identify strengths and weaknesses when playing small sided
games.
Volleyball: Volley/Set
To be able to accurately replicate basic volley technique. To be able to demonstrate & use volley in a game situation responding to
changes. To understand the basic scoring and rules of volleyball. To begin to outwit opponents with the movement of the ball.
Dig
To perform and replicate the dig technique with control and accuracy. To develop the skill of outwitting an opponent using a combination
of shots. To be able to accurately replicate a variety of shots in a small sided game implementing basic strategies and tactics. To
understand the scoring and rotation system during a volleyball game.
Serves
Athletlics: Introduce running style (100/200/400m)
To be able to perform the basic technique for an effective sprint race. To replicate the correct posture, arm action and leg action. To
evaluate performance of self and others and suggest ways technique may be improved. To understand components of fitness involved in
short distance races.
Introduce pace running – 800m
To accurately replicate basic technique for an effective paced race. To perform an 800m race refining ability to pace the performance to
sustain 2 laps. To understand components of fitness involved in longer distance races.
Jumping- long jump
To accurately replicate the technique for an effective long jump. To perform and record distance achieved. To understand the rules
regarding take off and landing. To understand the components of fitness involved in jumping events.
Throwing – shot putt
To accurately replicate the technique for an effective shot putt. To perform and record distance achieved. To understand the rules
Students should be taught to: develop their technique and improve their performance in other competitive sports. OAA: Students should
regarding throwing and ball landing. To understand the fitness needs of throwing events. To develop the ability to recognise good
be taught to: take part in outdoor and adventurous activities which present intellectual and physical challenges and be encouraged to
performances.
work in a team, building on trust and developing skills to solve problems, either individually or as a group
Throwing - javelin
To accurately replicate the technique for an effective javelin throw. To perform the event and record distance achieved. To understand
and appreciate the need to make decisions about refinement of technique after each throw. To understand the rules regarding the
throw and landing.
Relay
To accurately replicate sprinting technique and demonstrate knowledge of change over skills. To understand rules regarding sprint relay
and adhere to them. To make decisions about pupils strengths and placement in the relay teams legs.
OAA: Orienteering: Bearings, map reading/orientation, co-ordinations, pacing, navigation Problem solving tasks: Teamwork, trust,
initiative, planning and evaluation
Handball: Passing: Pupils explore a variety of passes - bounce, shoulder, one/two handed. Dribbling: Knowledge of 'double dribble' and
effective dribbling technique. Footwork: Demonstrate use of three steps and combination of footwork with driblling, passing and
shooting. Shooting: Accuracy and knowledge of goal area boundary. Attacking: Use of space, movement and width to outwit an
opponent

Handball: Pupils will learn basic techniques of dribbling,
control, passing, shooting and defending. Simple rules and their
consequences will be taught and utilised with practices and
games. OAA: Students will participate in problem solving
activities building on trust, confidence, co-operation and
intellect. Athletics: Pupils will accurately replicate running,
jumping and throwing skills and learn specific techniques for
events in order to improve performances. They will carry out
investigations into aspects of technique and use the
information to become more technically proficient. In all
athletics activity, pupils will engage in performing and
improving their skills and personal bests in relation to speed,
height and distances.

Netball: 7v7 games, conditioned passes
and footwork. Badminton: 2v2 games.
Mastery, retention and understanding of
previous content/skills will be assessed
using questioning and demonstrations at
the beginning of each lesson.
•Q& A
• Visual assessment
• Formative and summative assessment.
• At the end of the 6 week block,
assessment of the skills and game play
will take place by the teacher. Marks will
be recorded based on student level mark
out of 10 inputted into a folder that can
be viewed on P drive.

Netball: To use basic principles of attack and defence to plan strategy and tactics for netball.
To improving the quality of their skills using various techniques- passing, shooting, finding and creating space, keeping possession.
To improve the quality of their skills with the intention of outwitting opponents. To confidently describe the rules of netball.
Badminton: Court familiaristation: Knowledge of court markings and boundaries Serve: Rules of service and service order. Short serve,
long serve. Overhead Clear: Technique and performance, application. Drop Shot: Technique, performance and application. Singles play:
Rules, tactics and application of shots to outwit opponentTo develop knowledge and understanding of strategic play used to outwit
opponents. To be able to change and refine tactics based on the analysis of certain plays and opposition. To confidently describe the rules
of badminton.

SMSC/Fundamental British Values Links

Careers Context/Opportunities

Computing/Literacy/Numeracy
Opportunities

Netball club coaches to come
into school and coach (Burnley
Netball Club, Ribble Valley
Netball Club), Extra Curricular
Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
clubs and Fixtures against other
timekeeping of matches, passes/dribbles
schools, Media Officer, PE
completed Literacy: Key Words
teacher, Netball journalist.
displayed, oracy through coaching,
Badminton Coach and
analysis and officiating.
opportunity to join Burnley
Badminton club in the Burnley
Community, PE Teacher or Sports
Lecturer, Sports Development
Officer, Sports Journalist.

Hockey Coach with opportunities
to join Pendle Forest Hockey Club
in Burnley Community, PE
Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
Teacher or Sports Lecturer,
timekeeping of matches, passes/dribbles
Sports Development Officer, ,
completed Literacy: Key Words
Sports Journalist. Street dance
displayed, oracy through coaching,
clubs coming into Burnley High,
analysis and officiating. Numeracy:
Extra curricular clubs and
Sequence development, holding
fixtures/comps against other
balances, Literacy: Skill cards, oracy
schools, Dance Coach, PE/Dance
through analysis of own and other's work,
Teacher. Opportunities at BEST
key words dispalyed. Computing: video
Centre/Burnley Gymnastics Club,
sequences.
Parkour. Clip and Climb at Leisure
Box, Canoeing/Kayaking at
Queen's Park

Gymnastics: Balances: Patch, point, quality and control Rotation: Pencil roll, forward/backward roll, dive roll cartwheel, roud-off.
Sequence development: Combination of balance, rotation and travel utilising fluency, flow and linking. Flight/Vaulting: Take off, landing.
Pencil, star, straddle, twist jumps. Hands/knees, hands/feet, through, straddle vaults. Handsprings
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Fundamental Skills

Athletics: Introduce running style (100/200/400m)
To be able to perform the basic technique for an effective sprint race. To replicate the correct posture, arm action and leg action. To
evaluate performance of self and others and suggest ways technique may be improved. To understand components of fitness involved in
short distance races.
Introduce pace running – 800m
To accurately replicate basic technique for an effective paced race. To perform an 800m race refining ability to pace the performance to
sustain 2 laps. To understand components of fitness involved in longer distance races.
Jumping- long jump
To accurately replicate the technique for an effective long jump. To perform and record distance achieved. To understand the rules
regarding take off and landing. To understand the components of fitness involved in jumping events.
Throwing – shot putt
To accurately replicate the technique for an effective shot putt. To perform and record distance achieved. To understand the rules
regarding throwing and ball landing. To understand the fitness needs of throwing events. To develop the ability to recognise good
performances.
Throwing - javelin
To accurately replicate the technique for an effective javelin throw. To perform the event and record distance achieved. To understand
and appreciate the need to make decisions about refinement of technique after each throw. To understand the rules regarding the
throw and landing.
Relay
To accurately replicate sprinting technique and demonstrate knowledge of change over skills. To understand rules regarding sprint relay
and adhere to them. To make decisions about pupils strengths and placement in the relay teams legs.
Rounders: Ball familiarisation/catching
To demonstrate & use a variety of catching styles. To be able to accurately replicate a basic throwing technique. To be able to play
conditioned game in which they understand and apply basic tactics. To develop understanding the laws of rounders. To begin to think
about outwitting opponents with the placement of the ball.
Fielding
To use both underarm and over arm throws depending on competitive situation. To accurately replicate the long barrier technique. To

Netball: To develop basic principles of attack and defence to plan strategy and tactics for netball.
To develop the quality of their skills using various techniques- passing, shooting, finding and creating space, keeping possession.
To develop the quality of their skills with the intention of outwitting opponents. To confidently describe the rules of netball. Badminton:
Court familiaristation: Knowledge of court markings and boundaries Serve: Rules of service and service order in doubles. High Serve, low
serve, backhand serve Smash: Technique and performance, application. Net Shot: Technique, performance and application. Doubles
play: Rules, tactics and application of shots to outwit opponent. Tactics: 'Front and Back', 'Side to Side'

Hockey: Dribbling & movement with the ball
To accurately replicate an effective dribbling technique. To be able to dribble the ball with control, changes of speed and direction. To be
able to perform these skills fluently in a small sided game with the intention of outwitting the opposition. To demonstrate a confident
knowledge of hockey rules.
Passing & reverse stop
To be able to perform an effective pass & receive the ball with control. To develop the use of push + hit pass within game under pressure.
To experiment with reverse stop and recognise the disadvantage of playing to the weak side. To evaluate pupils strengths and suggest
ways teams might best attack.
Creation of space/attacking principles
To understand the need to create space and move the ball into wide areas. To develop the ability to outwit opponents using passing and
receiving in attacking strategies. To perform skills in a small sided game making decisions about how best to advance on opposition. To
evaluate & suggest how to improve their teams performance.
Defending/jab tackle
To accurately replicate jab tackle technique in isolation and under pressure in a game. To understand when to use the jab tackle in a
game. To use guided discovery to evaluate techniques, tactics and compositional ideas to produce effective block tackles. To understand
the rules of hockey and begin to officiate correctly.
Shooting
To perform an effective hit and push shot developing accuracy and control. To understand various strategies for shooting to produce a
successful outcome. To be able to evaluate team strategies and individual strengths & weaknesses. To be able to confidently officiate a
game of hockey.
Gymnastics: Balances: Patch, point, quality and control Rotation: Pencil roll, forward/backward roll, dive roll cartwheel, roud-off.
Sequence development: Combination of balance, rotation and travel utilising fluency, flow and linking. Flight/Vaulting: Take off, landing.
Pencil, star, straddle, twist jumps. Hands/knees, hands/feet, through, straddle vaults. Handsprings

Basketball: Develop Passing/Pivoting & Dribbling/Triple Threat
To be able to perform passing and receiving techniques and use to outwit opposition. To be able to perform these in a small sided game
with success. To use dribbling technique correctly and understand what constitutes a double dribble and traveling.
Attacking and outwitting an opponent.
To develop an understanding about attacking principles related to basketball. To perform and accurately replicate a range of dribbling
skills to outwit opponents. To understand the need of tactical movements and strategies to invade opponents half. To demonstrate a
developing understanding of basketball.
Defence – Defending Skills/
To be able to outwit opponents with the use of defending skills. i.e. interception, strip, side step. To be able to perform skills in a small
sided game making decisions about how best to stop opposition. To develop an understanding about rebounding and accurately
replicate. To develop knowledge of basketball rules (i.e. contact)
Recap Shooting – set shot, lay up
To understand and know the benefits of types of shots. To develop their understanding and knowledge of how to execute a successful set
shot. To be able to outwit opponents using learnt skills and techniques. To develop an understanding of the importance of width and
playing into space in order to attack.
Develop Shooting – jump shot
To perform the jump shot appreciating the outcome necessary. To develop their understanding and knowledge of how to outwit an
opponent using accurate replication of shooting techniques. To understand and appreciate the need to make decisions about choice of
technique and refining ideas when unsuccessful. Football: Develop Passing
To be able to perform a pass using inside and outside of foot and understand the importance of receiving correctly.
To be able to perform these in a small sided game. To understand and know where passing is used in football. To be able to outwit
opponents with a variety of passes.
Dribbling, Turns and Outwitting a defender
To be able to perform and accurately replicate different types of dribbling with control, speed and fluency. To be able to outwit
opponents with the combination of turns and dribbling. To be able to perform techniques in a small sided game making decisions about
how best to advance on opposition
Develop Attack
To be able to outwit opponents using learnt skills and techniques at speed. To understand the importance of width and playing into space
Volleyball: Volley/Set
To be able to accurately replicate basic volley technique. To be able to demonstrate & use volley in a game situation responding to
changes. To understand the basic scoring and rules of volleyball. To begin to outwit opponents with the movement of the ball.
Dig
To perform and replicate the dig technique with control and accuracy. To develop the skill of outwitting an opponent using a combination
of shots. To be able to accurately replicate a variety of shots in a small sided game implementing basic strategies and tactics. To
understand the scoring and rotation system during a volleyball game.
Serves
To accurately replicate serving technique. To be able to outwit opponents using the serve with control & accuracy. To understand the
importance of movement and ball placement in order to win points. To begin to develop strategic and tactical play during a rally. To
confidently score & officiate a full game.
Spike
To be able to accurately replicate the spike technique. To understand the importance of movement and preparation for a smash shot. To
begin to analyse opponents weaknesses & devise strategies to exploit them. To understand how to adjust shot selection to enable the
outwitting of opponents.
Tactics/Outwitting opposition
To develop their understanding and knowledge of basic outwitting strategies. To understand and develop the use of tactics and shot
selection. To refine tactics based on opponents weaknesses. To understand how peers may improve quality of shot replication. To be able
to assess & evaluate own performance and weaknesses.
Rugby: Recap passing & refine handling skills
To develop and replicate fundamental rugby handling skills. To be able to perform these in a small sided game to maintain ball possession
& outwit opponents. To confidently describe the rules of rugby.
Developing passing/ 4 vs 2
To understand and accurately replicate the scissors & miss pass, and how to receive it. To create and develop varying strategic ways of
getting passed defenders. To understand the rules of rugby. To perform skills in a small sided game with pressure from opposition.
Develop tackling technique
To develop an understanding and knowledge of tackling technique. To replicate the correct technique on advancing opposition. To
understand the safety aspects of rugby tackles. To understand the rules regarding tackling within the game.

Athletics: Sprint running technique (100/200/400m)
To accurately replicate sprinting technique. To adjust body movements to create more drive/speed/power. To understand components
of fitness involved in short distance races. To adhere to running rules in all track events
Middle distance running – 800m
To accurately replicate basic technique for an effective 800m race. To understand the need to pace the race in order to sustain 2 laps. To
develop components of fitness involved in 800m. To evaluate performance of self and others and suggest ways technique may be
improved.
Jumping - high jump
To accurately replicate the technique for an effective high jump. To understand the rules regarding take off and perform a legal jump. To
record and analyse the height achieved. To understand the components of fitness involved in high jump.
Throwing – shot putt
To perform and accurately replicate the technique for an effective shot putt. To record distance achieved in relation to previous best and
peers. To understand the rules regarding throwing and ball landing. To develop an understanding of the why some pupils throw further.
Throwing - javelin
To perform and accurately replicate the technique for an effective javelin. To record distance achieved in relation to previous best and
peers. To understand the rules regarding the throw and landing. To understand factors that may affect the throwing of the javelin.
Relay
To accurately replicate sprinting technique and demonstrate knowledge of change over skills. To understand rules regarding sprint relay
and adhere to them. To make decisions about pupils strengths and placement in the relay teams legs.
OAA: Orienteering: Bearings, map reading/orientation, co-ordinations, pacing, navigation Problem solving tasks: Teamwork, trust,
initiative, planning and evaluation. Handball: Passing: Pupils explore a variety of passes - bounce, shoulder, one/two handed. Dribbling:
Knowledge of 'double dribble' and effective dribbling technique. Footwork: Demonstrate use of three steps and combination of footwork
with driblling, passing and shooting. Shooting: Awareness of shooting aim and increasing difficulty for goalkeeper. Introduce jumping into
goal area and release in air Defending: Introduction of 'zonal' defence when not in possession.

Grass roots coach, coaching
specific courses at
college/university, young referee
courses, advertise local footaball
and Burnley Basetball Club. Extra
curricular clubs in school.

Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
timekeeping of matches, passes/dribbles
completed Literacy: Key Words
displayed, oracy through coaching,
analysis and officiating.

Playing at Burnley Rugby Club,
link with Burnley Community
Rugby coach- delivering lessons,
extra curricular. Joining school
team.

Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
timekeeping of matches, passes/tackles
completed Literacy: Key Words
displayed, oracy through coaching,
analysis and officiating.

Extra curricular clubs and
fixtures/comps against other
schools, Opportunity to join
Burnley Athletics club in the
Burnley Community.

Numeracy: timing runs, measuring
distances and heights, measuring heart
rates Literacy: Key words, coaching,
explaining and analysing techniques

Extra curricular clubs and
fixtures/comps against other
schools, Opportunity to join
Burnley Athletics club in the
Burnley Community. Extra
curricular clubs and
fixtures/comps against other
schools, Opportunity to join the
rounders leagues in the Burnley
Community.

Numeracy: timing runs, measuring
distances and heights, measuring heart
rates Literacy: Key words, coaching,
explaining and analysing techniques.

Netball club coaches to come
into school and coach (Burnley
Netball Club, Ribble Valley
Netball Club), Extra Curricular
clubs and Fixtures against other
Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
schools, Media Officer, PE
timekeeping of matches, passes/dribbles
teacher, Netball journalist.
completed Literacy: Key Words
Badminton Coach and
displayed, oracy through coaching,
opportunity to join Burnley
analysis and officiating.
Badminton club in the Burnley
Community, PE Teacher or Sports
Lecturer, Sports Development
Officer, Sports Journalist.

Hockey Coach with opportunities
to join Pendle Forest Hockey Club
in Burnley Community, PE
Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
Teacher or Sports Lecturer,
timekeeping of matches, passes/dribbles
Sports Development Officer, ,
completed Literacy: Key Words
Sports Journalist. Street dance
displayed, oracy through coaching,
clubs coming into Burnley High,
analysis and officiating. Numeracy:
Extra curricular clubs and
Sequence development, holding
fixtures/comps against other
balances, Literacy: Skill cards, oracy
schools, Dance Coach, PE/Dance
through analysis of own and other's work,
Teacher. Opportunities at BEST
key words dispalyed. Computing: video
Centre/Burnley Gymnastics Club,
sequences.
Parkour. Clip and Climb at Leisure
Box, Canoeing/Kayaking at
Queen's Park

Grass roots coach, coaching
specific courses at
college/university, young referee
courses, advertise local footaball
and Burnley Basetball Club. Extra
curricular clubs in school.

Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
timekeeping of matches, passes/dribbles
completed Literacy: Key Words
displayed, oracy through coaching,
analysis and officiating.

Playing at Burnley Rugby Club,
link with Burnley Community
Rugby coach- delivering lessons,
extra curricular. Joining school
team.

Numeracy: Keeping score, formations,
timekeeping of matches, passes/tackles
completed Literacy: Key Words
displayed, oracy through coaching,
analysis and officiating.

Extra curricular clubs and
fixtures/comps against other
schools, Opportunity to join
Burnley Athletics club in the
Burnley Community.

Numeracy: timing runs, measuring
distances and heights, measuring heart
rates Literacy: Key words, coaching,
explaining and analysing techniques.

